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PARALLEL PROCESSING FOR COMPUTER VISION AND DISPLAY

RAE EARNSHAW: Good morning everyone. Welcome to the wonderful world of
Parallel Processing. Thank you very much for coming. It's my pleasure to welcome you, and
also to welcome our distinguished panelists who I think are all pioneers -- or almost pioneers.
Professor Kunii from the University of Tokyo, Japan. Professor Henry Fuchs, from the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Professor Peter Dew, from the University of Leeds,
United Kingdom. Dr. Mike Wozny, from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, who's currently on
leave at N.S.F.
We've been asked by the SIGGRAPH organizers to not dominate this panel session with
formal presentations, but to allow plenty of time for audience participation and interaction. I've
therefore requested that each panelist should limit their opening remarks, their opening statement
to 10 to 12 minutes, and I shall seek to enforce that.
After the sequence of introductory presentations, I shall then invite you to comment or ask
questions, and participate in the discussion. So please feel free to respond provocatively and ask
any question you would like.
Just one minor point: I think all the panelists are consultants with computer companies, so
there may be questions to do with technical aspects of hardware that they may not be able to
answer because of the non-disclosure agreements they have signed with particular vendors, so I
hope you understand this.
Don't worry if we seem rather distant -- I can't see any of you because of the lights. And
that's a common problem with panels, they appear so distant. But we hope to try and break
down the barriers and come across to you.
When we get to the question sessions, I'd be pleased if each of the questioners or anyone
wanting to make a comment, would identify themselves by name and affiliation. This helps the
audience but, more importantly, it's for the written record of this particular panel session.
Just a few words by way of introduction -- and this is a little bit of an addition to the main
material of the panel, and you'll see why in a minute.
The idea for this panel proposal came from a conference that was held at the University of
Leeds on the same title: "Parallel Processing for Computer Vision and Display". This was cosponsored by IBM United Kingdom Laboratories Ltd, University of Leeds, the British
Computer Society, the Computer Graphics Society, and Eurographics., So there is some
reference material that will shortly be available as a printed publication and I d just like to briefly
run through what that publication will contain, in case any of you are interested.
Here are some of the invited papers that were presented at the conference. We endeavored
to have a fairly good international representation, from the U.S.A., Japan, and from Europe.
And you will see that some of those invited speakers are actually on the panel today.
These are some of the topics that were addressed by some of those invited papers: Data
Concurrency; 3-D Image Synthesis; Coarse Grain and Fine Grain Parellelism; Techniques for
Real Time Image Generation; The Ray Casting Machine; And An Approach to Automatic

Generation of Linear Systolic Array Programs. Just to continue that: Design of a Parallel
Processing System for Computer Graphics; Micro-Electronic Associative String Process for
Cost Effective Computer Vision Systems; Graphics Plus Vision is Equal to SIMD Plus MIMD.
And a more theoretical contribution: Specification and Verification of Synchronous Concurrent
Algorithms. And then, Visualization in Scientific Computing.
So just to summarize this, the themes from the conference - which are the sections in the
book - are as follows: Processors and Networks: Theory and Practice. Parallel Architectures for
Vision and Image Processing. Parallel Algorithms for Vision and Image Processing. HighPerformance Image Synthesis. And Parallel Processing Techniques for the Visualization of 3-D
Models.
It will be published by Addison Wesley in late '88 or early '89. The title is the same title
as this panel, and the editors are Peter Dew, Rae Earnshaw and Tom Heywood. It's about 500
pages of material and will be priced about $40 to $50.
As well as the invited papers I just mentioned, there were about 35 reviewed papers that
were submitted and these are included in the volume.
So much for the publication. Now let's move on to the panel this morning. The four
panelists are going to address these particular topic areas. First of all, Professor Kunii will talk
about computer graphics and parallel processing. Followed by Professor Henry Fuchs on highperformance image generation, high-performance parallel systems. Then, Professor Peter Dew
on parallel processing for ray tracing. Ending up with Dr. Wozny on parallelism and
visualization.
I guess there's very little else I should say by way of introduction. I just put a few
introductory points on this last slide, but I think most of the panelists will actually be covering
these. I note, personally, an increasing interest in parallel processing, and I think what you've
heard so far in this conference, both in the technical sessions and in the panels has emphasized
this point.
We note that computer graphics and image processing are coming together through the use
of analogous techniques and hardware. And the very development of new architectures and new
types of hardware gives us more power. This power opens up a new range of tools. And
perhaps thoughts about user interface as well need to be considered.
It's my pleasure, then, to introduce our first panelist, Professor Kunii, who is the director
of the Kunii Laboratory of Computer Science at the Unviersity of Tokyo, who will speak to us
on computer graphics and parallel processing.
TOSIYASU L. KUNII: Good morning my friends. I'm the first Alice in the Wonderland
of Parallel Processing, according to Dr. Earnshaw, speaking on parallel processing ... and I'm
the only person coming from the other end of the Pacific Ocean.
And I will explain the architectural issues for parallel processor design for computer
graphics and the computer vision. The first thing I'll explain is the requirements for parallel
process architectural design for computer graphics and computer vision.
The second issue that I'll get into in more detail will be an example on the parallel
processing workload distribution among the processors. You have many, many processors
connected in certain topology. And there are some processors that are short of a job, the other
processors have too much job imposed. So we have to distribute the workload, hopefully
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equally among the processors, avoiding communication overhead. That's a necessary thing.
And so I'll give you an example of such workload distribution.
Further topic I'm touching is in part application cases we really need parallel processors to
be designed. Because it's very costly to have many, many processors instead of one to process
one job. So I have to make it clear where we need such parallel processing, and there will be
some examples that I'll show you through the real images, simulating parallel processing.
Instead of continuing on this way, verbally, what I did was I made five minutes video tape
for you to see what we're doing and what I propose to you. Please turn on the video tape,
please.
(AUDIO/VIDEO TAPE -- INAUDIBLE)
RAE EARNSHAW: Thank you very much, Professor Kunii. The next presenter is
Professor Henry Fuchs who will talk about high-performance parallel systems.
HENRY FUCHS: Hi. I hope you don't mind that I took off my coat and am ready to talk
to you. But if you think you're warm down there, you should see what it's like when you have
hot lights on you.
What I want to talk to you about today is a couple of different topics. As you see here on
the contents slide, I want to make a couple of comments on parallelism and then I want to tell you
about what we've been doing on a parallel interactive graphic sYstem called Pixel-Planes in
Chapel Hill.
I think the most gratifying development in parallel graphic systems is that they have finally
arrived on the floor in the SIGGRAPH exhibition. If you've gone through the floor -- and I
assume most of you have -- you've probably seen the AT&T PIXEL machine, the Silicon
Graphics IRIS's GT & GTX, the Stellar GS 1000, and some other machines, all of which
achieve near real-time interactive rates through parallel processing.
And the parallel processing they all use is dividing the frame buffer in an inter-leaved way
among multiple processing elements. This is a scheme that a number of research groups for over
a decade now have worked on, and I think it's a good example of a development of a
technology, going from initial conception through university and industrial research development
through realization in commercial systems.
As most of you know, although people realize that parallel systems were going to be
needed for graphics, the limits of sequential systems weren't reached until recently by
commercial systems. And most of you know, I'm sure, that those limits have to do with the
frame buffer access times and the fact that, after about 50 nanoseconds or so, you simply can't
push frame buffers any faster for any reasonable amount of cost.
And so you need to do something in order to get more PIXELs into that frame buffer.
And as you can see from these commercial vendors, what they have chosen is to divide the frame
buffer among many units -- anywhere between 16 and 64 units.
Well, that's going to reach its limits also. It's clear to see, it's 16 or 64 times whatever the
frame buffer access is there. And so, as you've seen from the papers, there are research designs
that are now being presented for how to get past the next wall that limits the speed of these
interactive graphics systems.
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And by way of starting commentary on this, my personal belief is that what we're going to
see coming up after the current generation of parallel graphics systems is going to be essentially
smart processors and memories that are very closely tied together. And I think that we already
see some of that in papers and some research systems, and I expect that, within another four or
five years, we'll start to see that in commercial systems.
What I want to tell you about then is this slide that some of you have already seen. This is
a system that we showed at SIGGRAPH two years ago, and is based on a smart frame buffer
memory system. In fact, this slide is a representation of that system itself.
As you can see, everything is straight-forward here, from the workstation through the
general-purpose graphic processor. What is unusual is that the frame buffer itself does
essentially all the rendering tasks. And it does that by asking the graphics processor to send the
description of the primitives, one at a time, to the frame buffer, rather than the graphic processor
breaking them up doing the scan conversion and visibility calculation and the smooth shading.
And that description is a set of linear coefficients and operation codes, and this format is
what we use to represent every possible instruction. So a description of a triangle, for instance,
would include some eight of these coefficient sets -- A, B, C, and instructions. Three for the
edges and another two for the "Z", actually the same value just done twice. For the "Z" plane,
and three for the red, green, and blue planes for smooth shading.
Every system, of course, has limitations and this current one has a limitation of about
35,000 to 40,000 smooth shaded triangles per second. And it does, of course, shadow and
spheres and transparency and image processing and a number of other things, but it has its
limits. And the most obvious ones, as many people have noticed, is that if you're broadcasting
the description of a primitive to this entire frame buffer in a way that's just a higher level version
of broadcasting an XY value and RGB value to a frame buffer, that is the single access that you
have to that frame buffer at that particular time.
And if that primitive only covers a small part of the image, as most primitives tend to, then
you're wasting a lot of potential computational power by these frame buffer processing elements
just sitting there and not doing anything.
And so what I want to do is tell you, in a few minutes, what we're planning to do for the
next system, which we hope to show you some time in the future, here at SIGGRAPH.
The first thing we want to do is have a lot faster system. That is, it's not very exciting to
try to increase by a factor of two or three and we think we should have a reasonable goal. And
we think a factor of 20 is reasonable to shoot for.
We want to continue the generality. That is, we don't want to put any special hardware for
triangles or for spheres or for lines or anything else. We want to have a general purpose system
as possible insofar as real-time, 3-D image generation is concerned.
And we want to have a compact realization. That is, we want to have something -- a design
that we can grow from a small system of a few boards to a large system with perhaps dozens of
boards. And here's the way we're planning to do it. We're going to break up this frame buffer
that we have in the current system into a large number of smaller buffers, each one separately
controlled and each one that could be allocated to different parts of the screen on the fly.
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So something like, say, 16 boards, each with 128 by 128 pixels and a bunch of backing
store, and then a rapid way to move the partial images that are calculated by these smart small
frame buffers into a conventional, passive, high-resolution frame buffer.
Then, of course, there's the part that most of the papers that are just describing research
designs don't need to talk about. That is, if you're going to have a high-performance rendering
system, what are you going to put in front of it to keep it fed. In fact, this is the biggest problem
on our current system; we can't keep the thing fed.
And so we don't have anything brilliant to show you here. In fact, the only thing that we
could think of to do in terms of a general system, is to have multiple copies of the highest
performance, floating point processor chip set that we could comfortably get a hold of. This is
Weitek XL chip set that we're using in our current system, except we only have one of these
graphic processors now and we expect to have dozens of them in the next system.
And then we'll have a high-speed ring network in order to take packets from any board to
any other board.
So what we hope to show you, then, is a system which is general purpose, which is able
to do a number of different things, in a small box that sits next to your desk and is, perhaps, 20
times faster than what you saw here a few years ago.
I think that's all I have to say fight now, but I'll try to say more controversial things later. I
brought along a video tape to show you a few things, and I'll show you as much as we have time
for. Let's show two minutes worth of video tape, and if you could keep the audio down a little
bit, then I'll try to do a voice-over on the fly. This is a two-minute demo tape that's in the video
screening room.
This is a real-time system. Everything here is as you see it. Notice the shadows going all
over the place. This is shadow volumes. This is a hall down our current computer science
building. The shadows were not enabled for this, as you could tell.
Now you'll see that there's a cone cutting into this telephone. If you'll notice on the sides,
the buttons also get cut, and the depressions also get cut.
(Showing molecular models)
Those are real spheres, those are not polygonal approximations. Again, this is real time;
this is not precalculated.
(Showing a 2 window, 2 person tank game)
We're only showing one of the player boxes, because we didn't have another camera.
There's another person playing with another joy-stick box. And two different views. Notice the
fog? One of these guys is going to get killed right now. Do you see that?
Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
RAE EARNSHAW: Thank you very much, Henry. Henry has more on the video if we
need it afterwards. The next presenter is Professor Peter Dew from the University of Leeds,
who is going to talk about parallel algorithms for ray tracing.
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PETER DEW: I'd like to say thank you to SIGGRAPH and Rae Earnshaw for the
opportunity to present this material. I've chosen, as my topic, to use some of the papers that
were presented at the recent conference on ray tracing as a way of trying to share with you some
of our experiences of trying to program general-purpose VLSI array machines.
First of all, just to give you a bit of background since most people here don't know me, I
work with the IBM UK Scientific Center, and we're also working with the Mechanical Engineers
at Leeds on trying to bring about interactive design for solid modeling. This has been on the go
for something like nine years, but as yet it is not really getting it out into industry. And maybe
parallel processing is the key to that technology.
And here is the obligatory slide to show you that we can do ray tracing. We're
experimenting with a Meiko Computing Surface (transputer based computer) in much the same
way as Professor Kunii showed.
If one looks at the papers in the Paralle Processing Conference then there are papers that
process PIXELS, which is not dissimilar from what Henry's just shown us. And that's based
upon the SIMD technology. There's a paper by Kedem and Ellis, where he actually implements
the Roth ray tracing algorithm for CSG objects. They use a processor for each CSG primitive,
and then has special hardware to combine the results.
To me, the most the attractive approach is one that is, essentially, a hybrid of that
technology. So I would like to submit that one should turn everything round from the way that
Henry was trying to show us. And one should view, first of all, the general purpose VLSI
processor array as being the basic computing paradigm. We can add smart frame buffers and do
smart things with memory. But that really is the basic framework.
And the key word, I think, in that slide, is the word, flexibility. If you customize too
much, you just lose flexibility.
To me, the big issue now is, how do we program these things. What sort of software
models are we going to use. And anybody who's thinking about this, I recommend very
strongly that they look at the way that they're trying to program a big project in England called
the Alvy Flagship Project, which is a very large project to try and bring forward an IKBS
machine. But actually, the most interesting thing is the way in which they've built up software
models.
This is based upon three sorts of levels. First of all, an application level which is machine
independent. And that, to me, is really important. That's where we should try and express our
computations.
There's then a level where we need to do problem decomposition and that's really where
the parallel algorithm designers fit in. And what we need, and I think we are starting to firm up
on, is abstract machines. We can then write compilers to target onto, and if we've got a decent
application level, we ought to hide parallelism from the user. And that should be the goal of any
researcher in this area, in my view.
The simplest abstract machine and one that we've used and found very effective -although there are some bottlenecks in it -- is basically one that processes tasks. A task is just a
function, just of piece of work that needs to be done. That is queued so that you can feed it into
a parallel processor array. In reality, it could be a vector processor. In our case, it's a bunch of
transputers, but it could be a bunch of any sort of basic processor.
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When the tasks are processed, they come back, and then you can generate new tasks. This
is a very general paradigm. It's usually implemented in a processor Farm. The model seems to
be first introduced by Mayod Shepherd and the INMOS people have really pioneered this
development. This is really attractive.
Basically, all your scheduling can be taken out. You don't need to worry about load
balancing at the algorithmic level; this is done automatically. If the process is empty, then it
sends a request. That request is then serviced by a set of input tasks streaming in here (see
slide). The problem is obviously the input and output channels become bottlenecks because
that's where all the tasks stream in and that's where all the tasks stream out.
But there are many ways over those sorts of problems. And this sort of architecture that
we use for organization is usually the graphics module that is a big bottleneck, so we stick that in
the middle of the array. But there's no reason why you have to one graphics card; you can have
several graphics cards.
So to summarize that, what people have done and what might like to do, is to replicate the
whole object model. That's great if you're a hardware designer, but it's a trifle expensive,
because these memories get very large, as everybody knows.
But more importantly, you lose spatial locality. The bandwidth, also, in the graphics card
is a problem, but I think that can basically be solved by replication.
Other ways of trying to deal with the large memories is, of course, to implement a cache.
And that seems a very sensible thing to do in hardware rather than trying to do it in software.
But that has a nice property because you can exploit spatial coherence automatically. So as time
goes on, one ought to be able to handle the scheduling automatically, and maybe we can even
distribute data bases automatically. This continues to hide parallelism from the user.
I also believe that processor Farm is such a nice model, it's easy for hardware designers to
overcome quite a lot of the problems. And there's another project that I am also connected with
which is the WARP project at CMU, and there they essentially are designing to my mind what is
the next generation of a transputer architecture.
So that's just a few remarks on the abstract machine. I think we really need to get those
defined so that we, as algorithm designers, can start having a firmer basis to target onto.
If one looks at the algorithmic design, and if one wants to start to try and hide the
parallelism, then I think the place to start is to read the work on data flow and graph reduction.
Quite often, we represent scenes either by graphs or, in my case, CSG trees. It is quite a
natural extension and, if you look in that body of literature, you'll find that it's quite possible to
generalize a lot of these concepts.
The only difference between data flow, as it's traditionally done, and data flow in a
transputer, is that we just keep the granularity much coarser. And that gets over some of the
communication problems that they have on the early data flow machines.
I think that the way forward is that we need to take really good serial algorithms. That
means that we have to handle 3-D image space, and that's what we have to sub-divide. Also, I
don't think there is enough parallelism just in sub-dividing space, you must also sub-divide your
models. And that means that we have to look for algorithms and there are now those about in the
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literature that do spatial parallelism and structural parallelism, and the trick is to try and get those
two to work together, so there's always plenty of tasks in which to do the computations.
And you can either do that, as I've shown you, in the central controller. Or you can do it
with distributed controller. And there's just a couple of slides just to say a few remarks about
that.
The central controller is, obviously, the first one to use because it's the easiest to
conceptualize, and there's a very clear abstract model for it.
The task here could be defined as the classification of array with a sub-tree. Then, when
you've done the sub-tree, you need to bring the task back, combine that with other sub-trees that
you've generated the results for, and, if necessary, fire off additional tasks.
Because you've also got spatial parallelism, you've also got several of these to do. So you
can get parallelism from the sub-trees by splitting up the structure of the problem, and from just
using spatial parallelism. And we've built programs that do that, and they're now working
reasonably well.
I think that the future, though, is not in the central controller. I think we need to look
towards distributing that controller.
There's very interesting work that's probably not known yet by Norman Winterbottom at
the IBM UK Scientific Center, where essentially he's doing interactive lighting models. And
there, he stores within each processor a history of the task that that processor needs to perform.
And then, when things change, if a processor's got no tasks, it can steal task from another
processor. And that's starting to do out the distributed controlling paradigm, which seems to be
a really successful way to look, if we want to do editing where we've got a temporal dimension.
And I think that area in trying to define more carefully what we mean by distributed
controller, is an area of quite useful research in the sort of subject that we're looking at.
Within the PPCVD conference, there was a nice paper looking at the hypercube by Caspari
and Scherson. There they used a static scheduling algorithm, but there was no reason why one
couldn't change that into a dynamic algorithm.
So just to sum up, I think the starting point now should be, let's look at general purpose
VLSI ~u'rays. By all means use specialized flame stores, that seems to make good sense to me.
But the most important thing is now to build the software models and really learn how to
program these machines.
Certainly for ray tracing, I think that we have to look at the 3-D voxel spaces and learn
ways of effectively bringing together spatial and structural parallelism.
I think distributed task models offer a lot if we're going to move into interactive temporal
design. It would be nice to have cacheing mechanisms, because I think that would overcome a lot
of difficulties from an application programmer's point of view.
And clearly, we do need the next generation of processors, which is going to give us faster
access to shared resources. That I think is very important.
And, lastly, though I've not actually said it, you do need in your algorithmic design to be
able to have a switch which controls the granularity.
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I'd like to hand you over now to Mike Wozny. who's going to do the last part of this
session, which is on visualization in scientific computing. Which brings everything together.
Thank you.
(APPLAUSE)
MIKE WOZNY: Thank you, Peter.
I would like to talk about applications, hopefully that will set the requirements for future
processors. And I want to focus on scientific and engineering visualization. Because what we
really need is visualization, interactive visualization on the desk, not something that takes a
month or two to prepare a final version of an image that we want to observe some phenomenon.
And here we're starting to see some trends; not much in parallel processing at this stage,
but we're starting to see hardware accelerator boards appear in graphics systems like the Sun
TAAC Board. And I'm sure we will see more in the future in that area.
I have been at NSF for the last two years; I'm ending my two-year tour there at the end of
this month and going back to RPI, so I feel I have to say something about the visualization report
that NSF funded. It was not done in my division, but I've been involved in that and other efforts
internally on visualization.
The report, Visualization and Scientific Computing, has stirred a lot of interest in our
broad-range graphics community. But it has really focused attention on a fairly vague and allencompassing activity, namely, how to use computer graphics for the purpose of getting more
insight into a problem so that we could reduce the time-to-solution, time-to-discovery, or
whatever you want to call it.
And, when I compare that to what we're looking for at NSF in terms of research support,
we're trying to fund a fundamental base of concepts in an area. So how do you struggle with that
vague representation where you want to build a scientific base?
What we really have today is essentially a set of crayons where we -- in a trial and error
manner -- just use them to try to get some better understanding of what's going on.
In the last two days, I've heard the question asked several times: does NSF really
understand the visualization report that was done. And my answer is, definitely yes. But you
have to realize that report was done by a division that funded the supercomputer centers, and the
goal of that division is to provide a resource for doing research. Not doing the research, but
providing the resource for doing research.
So when I hear Larry Smarr talking about the visualization technology, that fits that role
that he's looking at. But the majority of NSF funds the research itself, the fundamental research.
So when I look to visualization issues, I ask questions like, what is your hypothesis for
proposing a particular research problem. What kind of methodology, or scientific methodology
are you going to use to attack and solve the hypothesis. Something other than trial and error.
If you say the hypothesis to improve insight, then how do you quantify that so you have a
means of predicting beforehand whether a particular visualization approach is going to work or
not.
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And then, if you look back and say, where have we really made progress in visualization,
or where has visualization improved scientific progress. I could name two areas: one was
Professor Dave Hoffman at the University of Massachusetts, who's a mathematician working on
infinite, non-intersecting, minimal surfaces.
And basically, he discovered the first surface of that type in over 200 years. Only three or
four were known and he discovered now most of the whole infinite series of them. To get it
right, what he needed to prove his mathematics was an understanding of the symmetry. He
wrote his own ray tracing algorithms and developed this.
Certainly there is a good use of visualization, but again, was it really graphics research that
was pushing the field. He basically used the techniques that Turner Whitted developed over ten
years ago in the graphics community, and tht's when that research was done.
Boeing, in developing their 737-200 airplane, had a problem with putting larger engines
on. They could not put the larger engines under the wing, they had to put them in front of the
wing. And there was a problem of interacting air flow between the engine and the wing and they
had to separate this. They knew this problem existed for over 20 years through wind-tunnel
experimental data.
But it was not until they could get on a supercomputer, using particular tracers, and to
separate the variables, the components of the stream into pieces where they could change the
shape of the nacelle and actually place the engine a little bit in front of the wing and make it
reduce drag. Again, particular tracers were used in that application, where we've known this for
a long time.
So we really haven't seen too much very sophisticated graphics being used, but we've
seen tremendous progress being made in particular scientific applications.
So I think there's more to visualization than just looking at the images. And, basically, it
goes back to things that Dave Evans has said for many, many years, where he basically looks at
a graphic system for scientific and engineering applications as a modeling system. Modeling the
real world.
And basically, visualization tied back into modeling, I believe is where we start getting a
higher sense of communication, a higher sense of semantics about the relationships that exist.
And it is in the area where we have major progress to be made in the future. And I think this is
where we'll see more and more parallelism being applied in applications.
The areas that are starting to make some progress are areas of places like computational
fluid dynamics. And I would just like to show you a few slides that I got from both the
Computational Aero Dynamics Laboratory at Grumman, who wrote almost all of their own
software. Dr. Mike Seclarity (??) and Mr. Mark Mandal are the people that were involved in this
work. And also from the NASA Ames Research Group, Tom Lazinski's graphics group, with
people that work with him, Dave Tristand and Trion Levitt.
So if I could just briefly show you some slides, it will just give you a sense of what's been
going on in this area.
And again, this first slide, what you see is that there's wind-tunnel data and computational
data. And if you look at this NASA slide, you could see that our numerical models are fairly
good. And visualization, in this case, doesn't make much sense until you can really almost
replicate what's happening in the experimental world.
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And in this case -- and I will second the comment that was made earlier by Rae Earnshaw - that we will see image processing through experimental environments coming together more
and more closely with graphics synthesis through visual verification, to some degree, of
experimental models.
Again, what you're looking at is pressure distributions, color maps. We've been doing
this for a long time in graphics areas. I'll just run through some of these. And again, pressure
distributions on hypersonic vehicles, and one can see just areas of higher pressure. But it's the
modeling again, with the visualization which is the key aspect.
Coordinate systems -- this one doesn't show up too well. But basically, what one needs,
is slices to look at different pressure distributions. And again, ability to take slices through
models are fairly generic operators that I would expect in the future ... to some hardware
acceleration capability. One can see it here, again, with the Grumman slide. And also looking at
pieces of it from this NASA slide. Very common tools that are used in computational fluid
dynamics, and again, other areas where one is working with different types of marked cross
flow and also different types of enthrapy calculations.
So essentially, when you're working in this environment, you have many, many different
variables that come from your dynamic equations and, somehow, your visualization system has
to be able to pull those variables closer together and be able to take those variables and compare
one to another.
And again, the people at NASA Ames have developed interfaces with slide bars and dials
to be able to take something like 20 different variables and plot velocity against color kinetic
energy, to be able to understand relationships that exist.
Tracers have been around again for a long time. I mentioned earlier the Grumman slide of
one of their vehicles. And here, basically, what they did was -- instead of using particles -they've used ribbons to get a better understanding of what's happening. And all these are fairly
basic graphics operations, but very powerful tools for interactive modeling.
And finally, when you start looking at the V/STOL Simulations and you get start getting
ground effects, as the vehicle comes close to the ground, one has very, very complex dynamics
and flow, and one needs tools, more than this type, to be able to look at problems of this type.
But this is all we have so far. Sorry. I think that was my last slide.
So that's one area. The computational fluid dynamics. If we look in other areas -- areas
like continuum mechanics and stress analysis -- what we find is some of the things that I felt that
Bob Haber said in his tutorial on visualization earlier this week.
He started to categorize some of the visualization tools that we need for different types of
continuum fields. Things like scalar variables, to be handled by contour plots or color maps.
Vector fields by arrow plots and contraction (??) operators. We look at energy instead of
velocity, for example.
And the problems we start running into is when we start looking at higher order fields,
tensor fields, like principal stress tensors on objects where it's very hard to visualize this. And
we really don't have tools to approach that problem.
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So I feel what we have to do in looking at visualization is to get back to some of the basic
mathematical operations. I remember years ago when AI Barr was at RPI with us, we talked
quite a bit to try to take our advanced calculus course and base the whole thing on computer
graphics. To be able to get a lot of the complex divergence and curl opertors, and other operators
that you see in mathematics, back onto a graphics display.
And I see future (??) processing being able to attack particular classes of problems in
visualization, and give us tools to handle them.
When we look at problems, for example, of interest by Noltan (??), I saw problems on
combustion. How do we really understand what's happening in combustion. How can we
model it and come up with some kind of a predictive model that we can understand how to
design better combustion capabilities. We really have no tools for that.
But I got excited when I saw Alvy Ray Smith a while ago show a cloud where they used a
lasar scanner to be able to slice the cloud in pieces and recreate the cloud. So, all of a sudden on
one side, what I saw was something dealing with image processing taking real data. On the other
side, we're trying to build models with our graphics synthesis processors. And, as I said earlier,
I expect some of these things to come together as we see more and more experimental models
being brought closer to the graphics modeling capabilities°
I think we'll see more work being done in the user interfaces. As I mentioned, the ability
to take 20 to 30 variables and cross-plot them in any way one needs, from the NASA Ames
people. I think we'll see some of those functions starting to be put back into a system in a more
generic way. And that also means we'll start pulling in graphics functions, geometry functions,
dynamic functions, inferencing functions -- all built in some way into a broader graphic display.
I don't think we will start building lots of special-purpose processors for bringing these
pieces, these functions together. But what we will need is more generic parallel capabilities in a
way that we could program them in a flexible way to bring out different features that I just
mentioned in those five areas.
That basically concludes my remarks. In summary, what I wanted to do was just present
for you some of the visualization application areas and try to just talk about what future
requirements they may bring to the parallel processing environment in computer graphics. Thank
you.
(APPLAUSE)
RAE EARNSHAW: Thank you very much, Mike. That concludes the formal
presentations from the panelists, and I'd like to thank them for keeping to time, so enabling you
to have plenty of time for questions and interaction. Could I remind you, firstly, of two things:
if you wish to make a comment or ask a question, please give your name and affiliation.
The second thing is all the sessions are being transcribed and being mailed out to all
technical program registrants in about mid-October. So they've got machines in the back which
take copies of all the slides and everything so, hopefully, you'll get a fully integrated record of
everything that happens.
Q: It's Charles Clark, Kinder Graph Systems, Ltd., Canada. My question is an open
question in regards to the high costs associated with taldng a software algorithm and accelerating
it using parallel processing. When does an algorithm reach that enlightened status where it should
become parallel-processed or accelerated using parallel processing and when should it be left on
the shelf to collect dust?
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PETER DEW: I think that the answer is that, at the moment, it's sensible to use mature
algorithms because we need to actually understand how to do the job. But I don't see why, with
general-purpose VLSI arrays, people won't start developing algorithms on those.

So it seems a good idea to take some mature algorithms, learn how to do it, and then that's
your programming base. You see, these things are nowhere near as difficult to use as the sort of
general mix. Computer scientists think that parallel processing is hard. If you go and talk to the
engineers, they don't worry about it.
HENRY FUCHS: I certainly agree with that. I, however, place a stronger hope in people
coming up with new algorithms that are particularly well-suited for parallel realization. So I
think the answer to your question in a nutshell, is that there isn't one sure rule, but I think it
depends on circumstance, on an individual feeling strongly enough about it to champion it to do
it, and to then demonstrate it as such.
I don't think that it is easily determined, fight now, if we went through the top 20 favorite
algorithms in a particular category, that we can easily determine, fight now, which would best fit
into hardware. I think it depends upon insights about how you're going to build the hardware.
I think that one of the crucial questions is whether you take a general-purpose system, like,
say, a transputer, and you take as your task the development of algorithms that will do the job on
that particular existing machinery. Or you take a larger task that says you start with a blank piece
of paper and you want to achieve a particular goal.
I believe that there's place for both of them, and I present to you as evidence the fact that
when people try doing real time, or near real time dynamic interaction, even on massively parallel
machines, that they don't succeed. And the reason is that there's too many things in there
keeping you from doing it. And they have to do, not just with computation, but a lot to do with
synchronization and the communication.
So, for instance, we all saw the Meiko Computing Surface here on the exhibit floor, last
year I guess. And it drew images, ray traced images, sort of coming down the screen. But it
wasn't moving around any kind of an image 20 times per second.
And in relation to the visualization, with what Michael Wozny was saying, I believe it's
very important to gain understanding, spontaneous understanding of the problem. And that calls
for exploration. And that calls for dynamic interaction of the user with the system. And that calls
for systems which can generate images very rapidly. Rapidly enough so you gain insight
immediately. And that means a high number of frames a second.
And it's simply a fact that for $500,000, if you go out and buy a Meiko Computing
Surface, you won't get 20 frames per second. But for $100,00, you go out and buy any of the
special-purpose machines -- you know, the ones that I had mentioned -- and you get ten to 20
frames per second on fairly complicated data structure.
So I think that the reality is, if you want fast interaction, you cannot do it fight now with
the current generation of general-purpose machines. Now I very much believe in general
purpose, and I think that we're going toward that.
And, so for instance, the front end of all systems, I believe, are going to stay general
purpose because we don't know enough about what we want to do, and there's a lot of different
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things we want to do. But as we know more and more about what we want to do, we encase
them in hardware.
So as you said, Peter, we encase the frame buffer in hardware because we know
something about that. I think we're going to encase more and more of it in hardware. And we
have to do that carefully, and it won't be a single decision.
So some people, for instance, encase triangle proceessors in hardware. In a pipe. That
flat box will render a triangle real fast. And if that's all you want to do, if you want to do
triangles fast, that's the machine for you. If you want to do more general-purpose things, you
don't want a machine which will encase triangles in hardware.
So I think it's a beautiful time we're living in, in which we're seeing a thousand flowers
bloom, and you can go pick the one is the prettiest to you.
RAE EARNSHAW: Thanks so much, Henry. Do any of the other panelists wish to add
anything on that point?
(QUESTIONER NOT IDENTIFIED)
Q: There's several different approaches people are taking with parallel graphics processors
implementing them as scan-line processors or polygon processors or working with square
PIXEL arrays. And I was wondering if Henry Fuchs, perhaps, or the other panelists, would
fike to comment on the inter-relation of existing video-RAM technogy that encourages you to do
everything by scan lines. And how that relates to the ideal architecture you'd want to use to
implement these processors if you didn't have the problem of trying to work with the existing
new memories technologies that are available.
And if you had a free rein to implement this, any kind of a memory architecture you
wanted, what would we probably be seeing in commercial systems today.
HENRY FUCHS: That's a real good question. It takes more thought than I have fight
now. I certainly agree with you that the memory technology, as well as processor technology,
imposes a lot of restrictions on the designer of systems. And that the current V-RAM technology
makes it more attractive to do scan line organizations, because you can do that fast, than other
kinds of organizations.
Off the top of my head, my guess is that a square region orientation would be the most
balanced and least apt to give you different performance characteristics as you get different
scenes. Because, as most of you well know, if you get a scan line organization and you get a
system or a particular instance of frame in which you have lots of polygons on a scan line -- like
flight simulators and they're banking and so you have the horizon cutting across that particular
scan line -- you're going to have lots of processing on that particular scan line.
Square PIXEL regions are slightly more forgiving. So, off the top of my head, I agree
with you, I think square regions would be best. You could certainly imagine organizing a dual
port RAM, sort of like a video-RAM, in which you would have access that would be on square
regions rather than on scan lines.
And it takes some more analysis before we can give a more definite answer.
(QUESTIONER NOT IDENTIFIED)
Q: This is for Dr. Wozny. Is there a reference to describing the NASA Ames visualization
work in more detail?
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MICHAEL WOZNY: I haven't seen a reference on it. I basically have heard Tom
Lazinski (??) speak on this and I've seen some of the slides. I'm sure there is some. I know
some of the software, the user interfaces, that they've been setting up. Some of their particular
tracer programs are available in the public domain. I know they've been using IRIS systems,
and through the IRIS user group, some of that software is available. If you see me later, I'll give
you a name that could follow up on.
Q: Terry Huntsberger, University of South Carolina. This is, I guess, specifically for
Professor Kunii. Since computer vision has been thrown into this panel discussion, do you
think the limit on the transputers of the four (??) !/O channels will severely restrict the use of
these ... pictures in the vision field.
Mostly you've been talking about fairly low-level image processing type applications here.
And maybe something more sophisticated, like a dedicated hyper cube chips, where the number
of I/O channels and interconnects are much larger and would not restrict the speed of your
algorithms.
TOSIYASU KUNII: Thank you for valuable comment and question. I'm not specifically
sticking to one architecture built into the transputers. And I can tell, by experience, the problems
of using the transputers. The number of connections right now for a chip -- as you know -- are
four. And they are really in need of more communication capabilities. And we are hoping to
see, for example, the number increase to at least to eight, to have more connections in committed
versions.
And since our applications are very time-consuming, such as a ski animation using
computer visions, and also we're also working in ... design to broaden up the area to show
customers how gem stones look like after being cut, instead of just cut to sell one-cut stones.
We can have hundreds of cuts being created.
And we're combining computer vision to get the image. But we have to get the structural
image in, too. So the amount of information is really incredible, and not usually thought about.
Anyway, I agree tht we will need a better architecture in chip design. Also, one factor we
have to consider to come up with new architectures is the compatibility of the computing, the
storage to and the communication of the information. We can replace communications and the
storage by the processors, because we tell the processors to re-compute, instead of sending the
information out.
So it's really a matter of compromise. And fight now, in any chips, that you see the area
on the silicon for the processors are only a few percent. So if supposedly we increase the area of
processors on a chip, then we may be able to get better chips.
But not much research done on the subject of computer vision workload analysis. It's
really a fundamental issue. Instead of talking about just one architecture, we have to start from an
application, like you said, computer vision. Then we analyze the work. Certainly we need to
have computer vision chip. And we have to start from the real work load analysis of computer
vision, before getting into architecture or anything.
RAE EARNSHAW: Peter, do you want to comment?
PETER DEW: I think the answer to your question is that the transputer is far too slow, if
you want to use the links for low-level vision. It's not really been designed for doing that. If
you look at the Meiko Computing Surface, and they use a serial bus for shipping the image
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along, and then just use dual ported memory into the transputer. And that's quite a sensible
hardware hike (??) to deal with in the present situation.
If you look at the new chips that are coming along, then you'll find that it will be that IO
will completely overlap with the computation. So you just have more buses. And then one will
be able to deal with some of these problems.
But it seems to me that, with low-level vision, it's clearly a specialized task and it probably
fits into the same sort of situation as the sort of graphics frame buffer. It's understanding how to
balance these things, which is what is needed.
RAE EARNSHAW: Do you want to comment, Henry?
HENRY FUCHS: I want to comment on some visualization, but I'll wait.
Q: I'm Mat Nutsiman from AT&T, and also I'm associated with Stevens Institute of
Technology. One of the comments I heard was there are two approaches one could probably
take with parallel processing: one, the solutions are software which need to be written, as well
as the hardware, which is presently available. And is it possible, probably, to look at the
software problem. Because, once we are stuck with the particular hardware, it's usually
inflexible.
So one of the approaches we have really taken is to look at user needs for functional
languages for computer graphics to explore parallelism. And, in fact, we have presented some
papers in Euro-Graphics and we had done some work on that for (??) illumination and shading.
And I was wondering is anybody else doing some work on exploring parallelism using
functional langauges, because it makes the work much simpler.
And the current languages which we have are restricted to one (??) machines. And once
you are able to express the problem in a functional language, it seems to me that it becomes more
flexible. And finally, you can map that problem onto your hardware, which could probably exist
(??) like a Connection Machine or any other kind of machine which is going to appear in future.
Are there any comments from the panelists regarding the following?
PETER DEW: First of all, when I mentioned the Flagship Project, that project is directly
involved in mapping from functional language through graph reduction techniques, onto a data
flow machine that's being expressly designed to support parallelism from graph reduction. So
you should really look at that work.
I can certainly give you some references. There's an ICL journal which contains several
papers, a really nice one, which would kind of help you. It's a big task to go from a functional
programming language and go through the the route that you've just described. I think that
there's a lot of merit in that. I'm not sure functional programming languages are powerful
enough to do what we want to do. That's one worry I would have.
But the ideas that I was trying to present was the idea of an abstract machine model. I
think that's a really important clue towards getting portability. I think it's an absolute shame if
we just write for one particular machine. I think we really do have to think about the portability
issues. They're very important.
Q: I certainly agree with you that functional languages cannot be (??) used to produce
display on the images. But it could certainly be used as a prototyping mechanism to --
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A: I personally would rather look towards object-oriented as a paradigm for this sort of
application level.
HENRY FUCHS: There's a group led by Duler (??) Maggow, who's a professor in our
department in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, tht has been working both on
functional languages and their parallel hardware realization, for many years now. And has done
extensive work showing the wide degree of parallelism that's available in many of these
programs, expressed like that. And they also have a detailed design of a tree-structured machine,
that can execute these languages very efficiently.
PETER DEW: Just one other thing, with functional programming languages, they tend to
own their structural parallelism. That is, they're just breaking down the problem and trying to do
that automatically. It is much more difficult for those languages to be able to handle the spatial
parallelism. And I think that's a problem that's got to be addressed if you're going to do it in the
graphics world.

RAE EARNSHAW: I just want to ask if any of the other panelists want to make a
comment about functional languages.
Q: Neil Ferguson, E Systems, Dallas. This question is addressed, primarily, to Dr. Dew.
You mentioned hybrid approaches that have processors for both objects and processors for
PIXEL level. Could you give some examples of tasks that would be idealized for hybrid
environment, as opposed to single environment.
And, secondly, could you address some of the advantages and compromises, in general,
for hybrid environment.
PETER DEW: I think the area where you get in is when you start trying to use spacebased structures like octrees. When you look at that, really, there isn't enough regularity in the
spatial domain to be able to partition the problem up. And, therefore, you're forced to go into
these hybrid approaches. Anything else, and you really don't get efficient processor utilization.

There was a second part to that question.
RAE EARNSHAW: Can you just repeat the second part of the question.
PETER DEW: Does that give you the answer? I think the paper, the one I mentioned by
Caspari and Scherson, is a good example of that. And we've done some work ourselves, which
I can certainly let you have, where we've combined sort of structural and spatial parallelism
together and used a hybrid approach.

Q: My name is Jeff Shaw. I'm from Vanderbilt University Medical Center. And I'm
curious about any developments in using neural network techniques to do image processing
tasks, such as segmentation, specifically.
PETER DEW: Do you mean neural nets? Neural nets is a very exciting technology that
seems to be very appropriate in this sort of (??) recognition world. I think it's still very
experimental. It certainly seems to be working quite nicely in speech, where if you compare sort
of what you might call traditional knowledge-based, frame-based approaches with the neural
nets, then some work at RSRE in England suggest that both do about 75% correct on their sort
of test samples.

How it's going to extend into sort of vision is still very much a reasearch problem,
because then you're talking about 2-D domain instead of a 1-D domain.
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MICHAEL WOZNY: I recommend that you look at the work of Professor Carver Mead at
Cal Tech. Very interesting work there. And in both hardware and some software, but both
analog and some digital work, specifically for vision. It's very impressive.
PETER DEW: The other person is Jeff Finton at Toronto University, who writes about
the connectionist machine. I think that's the best sort of theoretical work to understand what's
going on.
RAE EARNSHAW: Henry, you wanted to make some comments about visualization.
HENRY FUCHS: I just want to repeat my support for what Michael Wozny had pointed
out, that the goal of helping people with visualization should not be that they bring a problem that
has data on tape and that they give it to a visualization committee, and if they feel that it's
important enough, then they pass it on to a film-making committee, and the film-making
committee works with you and two months later you get this beautiful film that you can show at
a conference.
The goal should be making systems which fit on a person's desk, and he uses it as his tool
for his scientific work. That's the first comment.
The second comment is, if any of you people want to work on that area to help people in
visualization, because you are graphics hardware or software types, I highly recommend you
find a collaborator or two who really needs to visualize something tough, and who needs to do it
daily. I recommend somebody like in biochemistry or in medicine.
In radiology with radiation therapy, like my closest colleague, who has patients coming in
every day, he has to treat them with radiation therapy by hook or crook. And, you know, more
of them are going to die if he doesn't do a good job than if he does a good job. He's really
interested in getting better understanding Of what is happening with the radiation beam and how
close it's getting to the spinal cord versus is it really covering the cancerous region, and how
many RADs are getting to the spinal cord versus how many RADs are getting to the brain. Very
complicated structural situations.
I highly recommend those kinds of collaborators because they really, really need to do the
job, and they force you to come up with better and better solutions all the time.
In contrast, somebody who vaguely wants to do something and will come to you once in a
while to see pretty pictures. That's my exhortation on visualization.
(APPLAUSE)
Q: Dick Hilmer, duPont Central Research. I want to second those coments because r m in
exactly that kind of situation. I have a bunch of x-ray crystalographers and protein design people
who are looking to me to provide (??), both in a very exhilarating and very frustrating
experience.
Exhilarating because they're beginning to discover how to do things they couldn't do
before because of computer graphics. And frustrating because the real problem is not a computer
graphics problem, it's a computer modeling problem.
Your comments about interactivity are absolutely right. They want to sit down and turn
the dial and change the parameters of their model. Unfortunately, their models currently run for
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many hours on our CRAY XMP super computer. They want it on their desk. And so you're
absolutely right about that.
And I just wanted to point out that the parallel processing should not limit itself to the
image generation aspect of it. It should expand itself into the actual model that you're trying to
produce.
: Absolutely.
PETER DEW: Now, I think that's the exciting bit. Now we do have experimental
machines, even if they don't go as fast as we would like, which really enables us to get into
interactive modeling. And that, to me, is a break-through, and that's where we have to put our
effort. The rest is just hard work, but the goals are quite exciting.
RAE EARNSHAW: I'm pleased to see we're all having a heated agreement. My job with
the panel is to have heated disagreements. Any more questions?
Q: I just have one more comment. Dan Bergeron, University of New Hampshire. I want
to make a comment on the question of what kind of languages are portability.
One thing I think is very important: C-STAR aims at data parallelism, and its use with the
connection machine. We've been developing a compiler for that that will generate code for
hyper-cube. And have got very preliminary but promising results. And it's another way of
looking at how do you generate more portable algorithms. And that one addresses data
parallelism. I encourage people to look at it.
PETER DEW: I completely agree with that. Trying to develop these compilers which
enable us to move across and sort of hide out these machines, is a really important technological
development. Otherwise, you're just going to spend so much time inventing algorithms for a
machine that's going to be obsolete in five years time.
: All right. If somebody develops and algorithm and it's great, and it's for a machine
that's only going to be here for five years, I'm going to cheer him on, because if it's going to be
used for five years, then it's a wonderful contribution. I think that the first thing is to make
something that's useful, then we'll worry about how we can put it on to the next machine.
I think what's really important is to get something done as soon as possible to make some
progress. And if we take advantage of some peculiarity of a machine, if it stays around only for
five years, great. We'll worry about how to transport to the next machine five years from now.
PETER DEW: All of us have got a million bucks to spend that way.
: Well, when you have a million bucks, that's even more reason why you could put it on
your machine, because the less money you have, the longer you're going to keep your machine,
the more useful that's ...
(APPLAUSE)
PETER DEW: ... wonderful idea and he has a different machine.
: Yeah, great. First what you need to do is develop an effective solution. Then worry
about the bloke down the block. The first thing you've got to do is make something good for
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yourself and your colleagues. I want to develop something that's good first, in our own
laboratory. Then we'll see if it's good for the rest of the universe out there.
What I'm worried about is if we try to solve problems for the universe out there, we're not
going to make as much progress as if we try to solve something for the guy in our lab right now,
today. How's that for disagreement?
RAE EARNSHAW: It sounds very pragmatic. Any more questions?
: I'm worried about the possibility, because I did the same as you said, and I put into the
solutions, and after five years, I didn't have any software issues compatible running on the
current machine. How do you handle that? It's like jumping into the ocean and how far you
have to swim.
: The people that developed your software on your very nice machine are going to be the
predecessors of the people that are going to be around for your next very nice machine five years
later. And the important thing, it seems to me, is to make some progress -- by hook or crook,
you make some progress. And if it turns out that you're using some part of a machine which is
very, very useful, and it makes that algorithm difficult to port to the next machine, well, maybe
that next machine isn't good for it.
RAE EARNSHAW: Okay, I think on that exciting note we'll draw to a conclusion.
(APPLAUSE)
Thank you very much for coming and my special thanks to the panelists for participating.
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